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1. 8 points
(a) (5 points) Write a grammar for the language onsisting of strings that have n > 0 opies ofthe letter a, followed by a single letter b, followed by 2� n opies of the letter . For instane,the following examples illustrate some of the strings that do and do not belong to this language:� rejet a� rejet b� rejet ab� rejet aab� rejet aabb� aept ab� aept aab� aept aaab(b) (3 points) Draw the parse tree for the sentene aab as derived from your grammar.
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2. 10 pointsConsider the following grammar:hSi ! hAihAi ! hAi+ hAi j hidihidi ! a j b j (a) (5 points) Prove that this grammar is ambiguous.(b) (5 points) Write an unambiguous grammar for the same language as the above ambiguousgrammar.
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3. 10 pointsProve that the following program is orret:fn > 0gount = n;sum = 0;while ount <> 0 dosum = sum + ount;ount = ount - 1;endfsum = 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + ng
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4. 10 pointsConsider the following program written in some programming language with Ada-like syntax.proedure Main isx : integer := 10;proedure Sub3; -- This header delaration allows Sub1 to all Sub3proedure Sub1 isx : integer := 20;proedure Sub2 isbegin -- of Sub2print(x);Sub3;end -- of Sub2begin -- of Sub1print(x);Sub2;end -- of Sub1proedure Sub3 isproedure Sub4 isbegin -- of Sub4print(x);end -- of Sub4begin -- of Sub3print(x);Sub4;end -- of Sub3begin -- of Mainprint(x);Sub1;end -- of Main
Assuming that the proedure all print(x) prints the value of its integer argument, what sequeneof value will the run of this program produe if:(a) (5 points) This programming language exlusively uses stati soping.(b) (5 points) This programming language exlusively uses dynami soping.
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5. 10 points (5� 2)Consider the following storage alloation shemes for string variables. De�ne what preisely eahof these shemes means in terms of when storage is alloated/dealloated, and how it a�ets thepossible mutations of the ontents of string variables.(a) stati(b) �xed stak-dynami() stak-dynami(d) �xed heap-dynami(e) heap-dynami
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6. 10 points (2� 10)Consider the following C funtion:int fun(int *k)f *k -= 4;return 5 * (*k) + 4;g
Suppose fun() is used in a program as follows:void main()f int i = 20, j = 30, sum1, sum2;sum1 = (i / 2) + fun(&i);sum2 = fun(&j) + (j / 2);g
What are the values of sum1 and sum2 if the operands in the expression are evaluated from:(a) left to right?(b) right to left?
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7. 12 pointsConsider the following program written in C syntax:void swap(int a, int b)f int temp;temp = a;a = b;b = temp;gvoid main()f int value = 1, list[5℄ = f1, 3, 5, 7, 9g;swap(value, list[1℄);swap(list[1℄, list[2℄);swap(value, list[value℄);g
Array indies start with 0. Show the value of the variable value and the entire ontents of the arraylist after eah of the three swap() alls, assuming that in this language parameters are passed:(a) (4 points) by value.(b) (4 points) by referene.() (4 points) by value-result.
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8. 10 pointsConsider two tasks A and B that use the shared variable Balane, as below:Balane := 6;task A;Balane := 2 * Balane;end A;task B;Balane := Balane - 1;end B;
Assume that eah of these arithmeti operations is done in three atomi steps: (1) fething theurrent value, (2) performing the operation, and (3) storing the new value bak. In the absene ofany synhronization, what sequenes of events are possible, and what values result in eah ase?
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9. 20 pointsWrite a Sheme funtion (map f l) that takes two parameters, f and l and returns a list. Theparameter f is a funtion with a single parameter, and l is a list. The returned list is the result ofthe appliation of f to the respetive elements of l. For instane, if double is a funtion de�nedas (DEFINE (double x) (* 2 x)) then (map double '(1 3 5 7 9)) must return the list (2 6 1014 18).
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